
Harrisville Shetland is such 
a wonderful blankie yarn.  
Available from JST in 45 
lovely heathered colours, 
it weaves up quickly and 
blooms  beautifully when wet 
finished.

These blankets started as 
a 2 stripe overall division of 
space and then the borders 
and centre stripe were 
designed using the Fibonacci 
Numerical Series and overlaid 
on top.  A pretty easy design 
process. 

Grant couldn’t decide 
which green to pick for 
the centre….he kept 
going between Loden and 
Evergreen so I decided he 
could have both. 

I used all the colours in the 
stripe for the weft in the 
second blanket, playing with 
the graphic

The other colours used were 
chosen to match elements of 
our living room.

Project specs for two blankets:
Weave structure: Twill
Finished Dimensions: 39” x 72” plus fringe
Warp: Harrisville Shetland
Weft: Harrisville Shetland
Warp Length: 5½ yards
Total # ends: 533 includes floating selvedge
Width in reed: 44¼”
EPI/PPI: 12
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WEAVING: Your warp is long enough to make two blankets with 
a finished length of 72” plus fringe. Use the warp you have tied on 
to the front apron for your first fringe. Hemstitch in any colour you 
want. Follow the striping sequence in the border stripe to weave the 
first corner, this should be approximately 5½”. Then weave your first 
big rectangle for 33” in any colour you want. Then you will weave 
your center stripe according to your warp sequence which will take 
approximately 3¼”. Then weave your second rectangle and finish off 
with your last border and hemstitch. Your blanket will total approxi-
mately 80”. Then do whatever you want for blankie number two!

FINISHING: After you take your blankies off the loom check for 
errors and make any repairs needed. Twist your fringes and wet finish 
in warm sudsy water until the Shetland blooms to your liking. Don’t 
do this in the washing machine and leave it. It generally takes me 
about five minutes of good skookum shwoshing in the sink. You can 
spin it out in the washing machine and lay flat to dry. You can also 
brush Harrisville Shetland, it adds a nice soft pile to the surface.
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Topaz 9 5 5 9

Garnet 8 8 13 8 8

Violet 13 13 5 5 13 13

Tundra 21 8 8 21

Loden 170

Evergreen 170
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